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PREFACE

In this edition we have tried to provide an up-to-date guide to the law relating
to financial remedies, encompassing the most recent case-law. As usual, the
higher courts have not been idle in interpreting and casting new light on what
was previously regarded as established law, and providing more food for
thought to the lower courts and those in practice when determining and
advising on the continuing flow of family disputes. At a glance, it can be said
that areas which most appear to be the subject of judicial interpretation include
contributions, agreements, setting aside for whatever reason and cases
involving overseas divorce.

Readers of previous editions will notice one omission from this edition, namely
the Appendix with precedents. It has been decided that this section now only
serves a limited purpose, since this is not primarily a precedents book and took
up an increasing amount of space in what was already a regularly expanding
work. Readers in need of precedents are therefore directed first to the draft
orders produced by a working party under Mostyn J which can be found at
http://www.jordanpublishing.co.uk/l/family-orders. Those seeking a more
comprehensive source (and to some, more useable forms) are directed to Jordan
Publishing’s Family Law Precedents Service.

Andy King has now retired from his work on this book and the publishers and
I acknowledge with gratitude all that he has contributed. We are delighted to
welcome District Judge Julie Exton who has contributed the chapters on
procedure and pensions, as well as advising generally on the view from the
coalface.

As always, feedback from readers is very welcome.

The law is as at the date given below.

Roger Bird
1 May 2017
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